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NO HARD 
BREXIT!

Defend freedom of movement.
Oppose new barriers.
Solidarity across borders.

Loud voices among the Tories are pushing
for a “hard Brexit”. They want to slam the
door on migrants from Europe and make
things difficult for migrant workers already
here.

The Tories are divided. Most of big business
want to stay in the EU’s “single market”, so
that they do not face tariffs or complicated
juggling with forms and regulation when
trading with the EU. They want to keep
“passporting” rights for UK-based banks to
trade across the EU. More page 5



By Dan Katz
Following a Saudi attack on
mourners attending a funeral in
Yemen’s capital, Sanaa, the US
has reviewed its policy of sup-
port for the Saudi war.

140 died in the bombing raid on
Saturday 8 October, with over 500
injured. The attack was a so-called
“double tap”, with a second strike
timed to kill rescuers moving to the
scene to help the wounded.

The “double tap” is the type of
raid that the US and UK have
called a “war crime” when carried
out by Russia in Aleppo. 

The UN estimates that over 7,000
people have now been killed in the
conflict — two thirds in Saudi
airstrikes. Saudi airpower has also
destroyed schools, hospitals and
factories. 

The Saudi-led war began in
March 2015 when their preferred
President, Abdrabbuh Mansour
Hadi, fled the country. Hadi had
been overthrown by Houthi forces
from the north of the country allied
to former President Ali Abdullah
Saleh.

None of the contending parties in
this war are worth supporting: they
are all corrupt and reactionary. 

The stupid, squalid, bullying
Saudi-led military campaign and
blockade has left a very poor coun-
try broken and over fourteen mil-
lion “food insecure”, according to
the World Food Programme. The
Saudis are much more bothered
about the possibility of growing
Iranian influence in the area —
through the Shia Houthi militia —
than they are about the human cost
of pulverising Yemen.

Malnutrition is now very wide-

spread, with at least 370,000 chil-
dren “acutely malnourished”. 600
health centres have closed due to
lack of fuel, staff or from security
concerns.

One and a half million are inter-
nally displaced. 

Now the US has acted and pulled
the UK into line behind a new
diplomatic turn.

The governments of the US, UK,
Saudi Arabia and UAE issued a
joint statement on 16 October call-

ing for a ceasefire. Without any in-
tended irony the US’s John Kerry
said, “We cannot emphasise
enough today the urgency of end-
ing the violence in Yemen.”

If today “ending the violence” is
“urgently necessary,” what about
last week, or last month? What has
changed? 

Claims of Saudi war crimes are
not new. All that is new is the clear
realisation that the Saudi strategy is
not working; Iranian influence has
grown in the area as the war has
ground on; the internal crisis in
Yemen is making the area less safe
and more unstable than before. 

How can the US and UK justify
what they have been doing, back-
ing the Saudi war since 2015? They
can’t. Even on its own terms West-
ern policy has been stupid and
shameful. 

The Tories have prioritised arms
sales to the Saudis and the so-called
special relationship with the US
over the needs of the Yemini peo-
ple. 

The UK should: end political
support for the Saudi state; end
arms sales to Saudi Arabia; sup-
port the lifting of the blockade;
provide humanitarian aid to
Yemen.
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NuS boycott
National
Student
Survey, but is
it “risky”?
By Omar Raii, National
union of Students
National Executive
personal capacity
Earlier in October NUS an-
nounced long-awaited plans
for a boycott of the National
Student Survey, a govern-
ment-sponsored question-
naire taken by final-year
undergraduates where they
are asked to rate their univer-
sity on various criteria. 

The boycott is a tactic to fight
the government’s current
Higher Education reforms.
These reforms have been criti-
cised by groups such as the Na-
tional Campaign Against Fees
and Cuts for not only proposing
continually higher tuition fees,
but also plans to relax rules on
private providers, in an attempt
to force competition in higher
education. 

This will inevitably lead to
further marketisation of an al-
ready increasingly privatised
sector, with bad results for
workers and students.

However, the boycott plans
have been threatened by a bu-
reaucratic manoeuvre by thirty-
eight student unions who have
demanded the NUS ballots all
student unions and asks them
whether it should carry out an
equality impact and risk assess-
ment of the proposed boycott! 

The NUS has been forced to
carry out this national ballot.

This attempt to overturn the
vote of NUS conference is char-
acteristic of timid student union
leaderships across the country,
people who believe that tame
lobbying of the Tory govern-
ment, rather than forcing its
hand, will be the way to stop it
in its tracks, contrary to all pre-
vious evidence. 

Given the seriousness of the
proposed reforms, it is vitally
necessary that serious action is
taken. The boycott of the NSS
can be an incredibly effective
tactic, given the reliance and
support that the government
and university managements
put on it. 

If all goes well, the NSS will
be launched in January and
boycotted thenceforth.
NCAFC activists are planning
to publicise the boycott
widely and now collecting
pledges from final year un-
dergraduates. 

UK should stop supporting Saudi war on Yemen

By Harriet Tomlinson
In August, Colombian President
Manuel Santos and Timochenko,
leader of the Revolutionary
Armed Forces of Colombia
(FARC), signed a peace accord.

The agreement that had taken
four years to negotiate would begin
the voluntary disarmament of
FARC guerillas by UN forces. On 2
October, voters in the referendum
rejected the accord by a margin of
0.4% on a 30% turnout. The result
was a shock to peace accord sup-
porters.

Santos and the FARC leaders
have promised to honour the cease-
fire to the end of the year, and to re-
turn to negotiations. The FARC
twitter feed names companies who
funded the “no” campaign as war
profiteers and accuses the right of
forcing the closure of FARC’s Eng-
lish-language website to silence
them during the referendum cam-
paign.

The leader of the “no” campaign
is Santos’ predecessor Álvaro
Uribe, the neo-liberal president
who attempted to change the
Colombian constitution to enable
him to stand for a third term. His
administration was responsible for
strengthening the military to tackle
both AUC drug-cartel paramilitary
groups and peasant militias that
critically weakened FARC forces,
and is partially responsible for
bringing the guerillas to the nego-
tiation table.

Uribe also demobilised many of
the AUC paramilitaries; armed
groups funded by drug cartels and

agriculturalists defending them-
selves from FARC attacks and kid-
nappings.

The peasant militias were push-
ing back against attempts to en-
croach on their territory, the jungle
and mountainous areas ideal for
cultivating opium poppies and
coca. However although key fig-
ures of the AUC were disarmed
and jailed, many militants signed
up to government militias and
killed indiscriminately, dressing the
bodies up as FARC guerillas.

The false guerilla executions,
known as “false positives”, were
used to bulk up government statis-
tics; many trade union leaders were
extra-judicially executed in this
way. The Justice for Colombia
Campaign British NGO, funded by
the British labour movement,
claims that Colombia is the most
dangerous state in the world for
trade unionists, with 2,500
recorded deaths in the last 20 years.

EXECuTIONS
FARC have responded in kind by
executing civilians suspected of
collaboration with paramilitaries. 

They have also executed indige-
nous leaders hostile to guerilla
presence on their land. To fund
themselves, FARC have relied on
voluntary or forced taxation of the
peasants in outlying regions along-
side ransom money from kidnap-
pings. Human rights campaigners
also accuse FARC of recruiting
child soldiers and sexual abuse.

Despite the violence and oppres-
sion, it is those regions where the
conflict is at its worst that voted
strongly to accept the peace accord.

Those most affected by violence
seem most anxious to end it. In the
regions where FARC has its sup-
port-base, guerilla groups stand in
for a lack of government infrastruc-
ture and voters may be less per-
turbed at seeing FARC take seats in
parliament.

As part of the peace accord FARC
would have been offered seats in
legislature and senate, and permit-
ted to become a political party. Dis-
armed rebels were to be given an
allowance for a number of years to
assist with reintegration into civil-
ian life, as well as security to pro-
tect them against recriminations.
FARC leaders responsible for atroc-
ities would be required to declare
them in special tribunals and pay
community service — but serve no
prison sentences.

Then there is the huge task of
building infrastructure, providing
welfare and education to those 30
regions previously provided for by
peasant militias. To recover from
the war, it is necessary for the gov-
ernment to invest heavily in its
poorest rural communities, and the
right are fighting this hard.

The “no” campaign described the
accord as “peace over justice” and
its supporters want to see FARC
combatants jailed, not taking seats
in parliament. The peace cere-
monies have placed Timochenko
and Santos centre stage, and some
in the “no” camp didn’t want to
cast a vote that could be interpreted
as support for Santos.

“No” votes were cast in tradi-
tionally conservative areas such as
Uribe’s city stronghold
Medellin;,home to the largest drug

cartel families and their beneficiar-
ies. Conservatives have also ob-
jected to the peace accord’s focus
on the impact of the war on women
and LGBT Colombians, which
evangelical Christians have called
a “gender ideology”. There were
110 homophobic killings in Colom-
bia in 2015, with attacks and threats
to LGBT people coming from the
public and the police.

The low turnout in the referen-
dum could be due to a number of
factors; a hurricane prevented
many Colombians in outlying re-
gions from accessing ballot boxes,
but the voting deadline was not ex-
tended. Peasant militias also have a
history of boycotting parliamentary
elections to avoid giving legitimacy
to a heavily corrupt government
system. This stands to reason; the
left launched an electoral challenge
in 1991 through the UP (Patriotic
Union) and its legislative candi-
dates and supporters were assassi-
nated.

The peace accord in its current
form now cannot legally be carried
out, but both sides have announced
that the amnesty will hold until the
end of 2016. The government has
also announced peace talks with
Colombia’s second largest guerilla
group, the ELN (National Libera-
tion Army). “The March of the
Flowers” mass protests have taken
place in the capital Bogotá, organ-
ised by the National Indigenous
Organisation (ONIC) calling for the
peace accord to be enacted.

If these protests continue to
grow, perhaps the decision can
be overturned or a second refer-
endum held.

Conservatives derail Colombian peace process
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By Elizabeth Butterworth
Last week, the footballer Ched
Evans was cleared of rape after
appealing his 2012 conviction.

This does not mean that he did
not rape victim X, or has “proved
his innocence”, but that the jury
had “reasonable doubt” about
whether he had raped X or if she
had consented to sex. 

Reports of the trial’s proceedings
suggest that the events were as
such: X was engaged in sexual ac-
tivity with Clayton McDonald, an-
other professional footballer, who
was acquitted of rape in the origi-
nal trial. Evans then proceeded to
have sex with X without having
spoken to her, while Evans’s
younger brother looked on from a
window. 

X has testified that she cannot re-
member any of these events due to
being too drunk. Evans’s lawyers
claimed that she had “directed”
events by saying things like “fuck
me harder”. 

The evidence in this re-trial ap-
parently hinged on the testimony
of two men who had had sex with
the victim on other occasions, and
attested that she had said similar
things to them as what Evans had
claimed in the original trial. 

It is difficult to “prove” rape, in
terms of being able to show a jury
that the victim was not consenting
and the defendant was aware that
(s)he could not or did not consent,
which is what this case rested
upon. However, it is difficult to see
why the Court of Appeal deemed
that this evidence was compelling
enough for a re-trial. 

It is worrying that the victim’s
sexual history was brought into the
trial. The implication is obvious:
that, because she’d had casual sex

or drunken sex on other occasions
and said things that suggested she
liked having sex, it was simply a
case of her having done that again.
Which raises the question, do
women need to police themselves
to the point of not being able to
have casual sex or not being able to
drink, in order for men not to rape
us? To which the answer is, no,
men should know to leave drunk
women alone and that each time
someone has sex, consent must be
sought first.

What I’ve read about the Ched
Evans case from the perspective of
criminal lawyers does not suggest
wide legal implications in terms of
setting new precedent. This trial,
and other rape trials where there is
some level of “victim blaming”, do
set a cultural tone, however. 

DAIly STAR
In the Daily Star, their columnist
Helen Wood rants, “These silly
bitches who need a good slap of
reality should stop and think… 

“We’re all meant to get our vio-
lins out because they’ve had to
change their names five times, if
she’s stuck on a new name for in fu-
ture, C*** would be a good one….
Hope this case has set a lesson for
all the ladies out there trying to scar
people for a dollar, if you drop your
kecks, deal with the walk of shame,
quit trying to frame.”

X has had to change her name
five times and is, according to some
sources, considering moving
abroad due to the harassment and
abuse she has suffered both on and
off-line. The abuse, like Wood’s dis-
gusting tirade (which, let’s not for-
get, was published by a newspaper
with about 430,000 readers), centres
around X being labelled a slut, a
bitch, money-hungry and a liar: all

classic misogynist tropes. 
The simple fact is that pretty

much every woman I know has
been a victim of sexual assault or
rape. And has been sexually ha-
rassed countless times.

I’ve reported being assaulted to
the police and had to deal with
total incompetence, inertia and
non-existence of resources. I went
to the police after a friend was as-
saulted with a knife and, after
hours of painful interviews, the as-
sailant was slapped with a fifty
quid fine and no criminal record. 

I’ve been raped, twice, by two

different boyfriends. I’ve also
walked down the street and been
grabbed. When I shrank away and
asked them to leave me alone, I was
followed and called a bitch and a
cunt. I’ve changed my mind and
not gone through with sex, at
which point the man I was seeing
got extremely aggressive and I had
to literally run away. 

In fact, any time I have chal-
lenged men — even “nice men” —
over their behaviour, they become
aggressive and sometimes violent.
They believe they are entitled to
make lecherous comments, to look

up women’s skirts, to stare down
our tops and to intimidate us. And
despite having had relationships
with both men and women, and
having been dancing in many gay
clubs as well as straight, I’ve only
once felt that a woman was going
“too far”. The hundreds of other
times have all been men. 

We have a huge problem of mi-
sogyny in society. I mean actual
women-hating, not just sexism.
What else is it when you don’t
think someone has a right to own-
ership over their own body and
what happens to it? This is perpe-
trated by lots of men, who seek to
show their dominance, and exert
power.

And it is backed up by the inter-
nal misogyny of women like Helen
Wood, who try to differentiate their
womanhood from that of the “silly
bitches”. 

Rape is on the books as a crime.
And the word and idea of “rape” is
sensationalised. Yet, the reality of
women’s lives is that rape is pretty
“normal” and common. And due to
the inertia of the police, the brutal-
ity of the courts system and the cul-
tural bias of juries, many of us
don’t see the point of reporting, let
alone pursuing the case and taking
rapists to court. 

The victim in the Ched Evans
case is my hero for reporting and
taking the case to court. In the end,
Evans may have been cleared, but
at least this has drawn attention to
the very real problems we face as a
society. 

Until the women are free, the
people cannot be free. Until men
realise that women need to be
empowered at every level, we
will not be successful as a move-
ment or as a class. 

By Ira Berkovic 
On 16 October a Home Affairs
Select Committee on anti-
semitism criticised Jeremy Cor-
byn’s handling of recent
controversies within Labour, but
also found that “no reliable em-
pirical evidence to suggest there
is a higher prevalence of antise-
mitic attitudes within the Labour
Party than in any other party”. 

The Committee report, which
was dominated by Tory MPs, has
been criticised for focusing too
heavily on allegations of anti-
semitism within the Labour Party,
and within that, on instances of on-
line abuse, to the exclusion of
analysing increases in antisemitic
attacks elsewhere. Haredi (ultra-
Orthodox) community groups
complained that they were not in-
vited to give evidence. The wit-
nesses called to give evidence to the
committee were also exclusively
male. 

The Jewish Socialists Group said

that, in a year when the Tory party
was clearly implicated in pander-
ing to racism, in the London may-
oral elections and the comment of
many Tory MPs about immigra-
tion, the Tory-dominated Commit-
tee had no anti-racist credibility.

Corbyn is accused of creating a
“safe space” for “those with vile at-
titudes towards Jews”. While some
of Corbyn’s politics on the Middle
East, including his association with
the Islamist Raed Saleh, display a
softness towards antisemitic vari-
ants of “anti-Zionism”, his explicit
advocacy of a two-states settlement
and his opposition to blanket boy-
cotts of Israel also put him at odds
with the “absolute anti-Zionism”
which Workers’ Liberty has argued
has antisemitic implications. 

Corbyn said: “The Committee
heard evidence from too narrow a
pool of opinion, and its then-chair
rejected both Chakrabarti’s and the
Jewish Labour Movement’s re-
quests to appear and give evidence
before it. Not a single woman was

called to give oral evidence in pub-
lic, and the report violates natural
justice by criticising individuals
without giving them a right to be
heard.

“The report’s political framing
and disproportionate emphasis on
Labour risks undermining the pos-
itive and welcome recommenda-
tions made in it.

“Although the Committee heard
evidence that 75 per cent of antise-
mitic incidents come from far right
sources, and the report states there
is no reliable evidence to suggest
antisemitism is greater in Labour
than other parties, much of the re-
port focuses on the Labour Party.” 

Some of the report’s recommen-
dations, including around the use
of the term “Zionism”, echo those
already made by Shami
Chakrabarti’s inquiry within
Labour. Like Chakrabarti, the Select
Committee report says that free
speech on Israel/Palestine and Zi-
onism must be maintained. 

Some of the report’s recommen-

dations, such as its suggestion that
Vice Chancellors’ club Universities
UK produce a guide for students
on how to “sensitively” campaign
around Israel/Palestine issues,
seem frankly bizarre. They reflect
the generally bureaucratic and top-
down perspective of the Commit-
tee, which looks to administrative
action from institutions — whether
Twitter (to deal with online abuse),
the Labour Party leadership, or
Universities UK — to deal with the
problem of antisemitism, rather
than political education.

Workers’ Liberty has argued for
a militantly confrontational atti-
tude to rising antisemitic hate
crime, as part of a politics of direct-
action anti-fascism, as well as a po-
litical analysis of a distinct “left
antisemitism” implied by far-left
common sense on Israel/Palestine
and Jewish nationalism.

We have no faith in Tory MPs to
properly analyse the problem, or
propose solutions.

Evans retrial show victims still blamed for rape

Antisemitism — a top-down perspective



I know Leo Panitch pretty well and I think
Martin is misrepresenting him in his report
of the “parliamentary socialism” work-
shop at the Momentum fringe event at
Labour Party conference (Solidarity 418).

When Leo dismisses “insurrection” he
means that he doesn’t think that armed strug-
gle with the bourgeois state — civil war,
which Trotsky did say was the highest form
of the class struggle — is feasible. The bour-
geois state has tanks, fighter planes, nukes,
etc. Unless revolutionary socialists win over
the majority of the rank-and-file of the armed
forces well in advance of taking power, we’ll
probably all get killed if we attempt armed
insurrection.

Also, Leo isn’t calling for “transforming the
state bit-by-bit” any more than the AWL is.
You call for “a campaign for democratic and
constitutional reform that is republican, anti-
racist, and internationalist” in the UK. Does
this count as an attempt at “transforming the

state bit-by-bit”? It’s no different than what
Leo would say.

And is there anything innately anti-revolu-
tionary about kind of statement by Leo (from
Signs of the Times)?

“As Marx made clear from his critique of
Hegel as a young man (and again in his cri-
tique of the Gotha Programme as an old man)
the state needs to be turned from an imposi-
tion over society to a democratic instrument
of society.

“Right wing populist attacks on bureau-
cracy and support for referenda and recall,
like their call for further marketisation and
privatisation, are part and parcel of their tax-
revolt politics. But this does not have any-
thing to do with democratisation of the state
apparatus, and their hypocrisy is evident in-
sofar as they are blindly supportive of the
military and police apparatuses of the state.

“What should, above all, distinguish a rad-
ical socialist programme of democratisation,
moreover, is the use of the state’s resources

and the engagement of public employees in
facilitating the collective organisation of all
the people who face the state and capital as
isolated and marginalized individuals.

“The facilitation of the collective organ-
isation of single mothers so they could
stand up to the welfare agencies together
and have an influence on it is an example
of what I understand by the democratisa-
tion of the state as a left project.”

Jason Schulman, on our website

Reply: October not a one-off
Tigers can be restrained or evaded, but,
as someone said, they cannot be skinned
claw by claw. That is our view on the cap-
italist state.

We have no plans to wrestle the tiger with
our bare hands, or to try to hurl a revolution-
ary socialist minority against a stable capital-
ist state.

Neither had the Bolsheviks in October
1917. They prepared for the insurrection, in
which, as Trotsky comments, “demonstra-
tions, street fights, barricades, everything
comprised in the usual idea of insurrection,
were almost entirely absent”, by sending ag-
itators to sway military units.

“Since the preceding crowding-out of the
government from its military bases [by the
growing power and influence of the Bolshe-
vik-led soviets] had made resistance almost
impossible, this military seizure of the final
commanding heights passed off as a general
rule without conflicts”.

After that, and not of their choice, the Bol-
sheviks had to fight a civil war against
counter-revolutionaries and foreign armies.

Insurrection comes onto the agenda only
when the capitalist state is destabilised and
disrupted by mass struggle, and revolution-
ary socialists have majority support. Or at
least, support which can be consolidated into
a majority by bold initiative: one problem
with the no-insurrection line is that it will
lead the socialists to hesitate at the decisive

moment, after which disappointed people
will flood to the right (Italy 1920-2!).

We quarrel with the myth that October
1917 was an out-of-the-blue rush on power,
in primitive conditions, irrelevant elsewhere.
We champion efforts to extend democracy
under capitalism. We quarrel with basing
strategy on the idea that a parliamentary so-
cialist government, backed by movements
outside parliament, can erode and transform
the state without the tiger lashing out.

You can imagine it might not, for example
that if the working class triumphs in most of
Europe and then a socialist party wins a par-
liamentary majority in one hold-out country,
the bourgeoisie of that country will lack the
will to resist. But you have to prepare for the
not-all-sunshine variant.

In a long-established bourgeois democracy,
insurrection might well arise from a left-wing
majority being elected to government; the
government then being subverted through
such channels as the courts, the House of
Lords, the monarchy, the top civil service,
etc.; and the axis of the struggle then moving
outside Parliament, as workers counter-or-
ganise. This possibility is discussed in Sean
Matgamna’s debate with Michael Foot,
Democracy, direct action and socialism.

But to be confident that parliamentary
channels plus support from below are the
only, and the sufficient, way to deprive the
bourgeoisie of state power bit by bit, without
decisive backlash, is foolish. When Jeremy
Corbyn was elected Labour leader, an army
general, through the Sunday Times, threat-
ened “effectively... a mutiny” (bit.ly/c-
mutiny).

Despite musings about Chile 1973, Ralph
Miliband, in his book Socialism for a Sceptical
Age, which Leo Panitch was summarising,
proposes no tactics or preparation for the not-
all-sunshine option. 

That is what its ruling-out of insurrec-
tion means. And that is why I think
Miliband was wrong.

Martin Thomas, north London
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By Ruth Willis
As informative in the recent controversy
in Momentum — about comments the
Vice-Chair Jackie Walker made at an an-
tisemitism training event — as the words
Jackie Walker herself said, have been the
comments made by some of those who
have rallied to her defence. 

Walker claimed to have simply asked a
neutral and innocent question about, and
sought a clarification on, the issues of Holo-
caust Memorial Day and on security for Jew-
ish students in schools. But it soon became
abundantly clear that Walker’s defenders
saw a subtext behind the comments, what
was really being said. Some wanted to draw
out an antisemitic logic behind the com-
ments.

Some commentators have drawn out the
meaning of Walker’s comment on Holocaust
Memorial Day (expanding the day to include
remembering of other Holocausts), by say-
ing, “The Zionists try to use the Holocaust as
a propaganda weapon against anyone who
opposes anything Israel does”; and “Holo-
caust incorporated at work again – this evil,
Zionist mouthpiece must be challenged”. Ap-
parently, “Israeli Zionists are corrupting UK
politics by lobbying UK MPs and by using
accusations of ‘antisemitism’ as a weapon

against their opponents”. 
On the issue of school security, commenta-

tors have expressed “concerns about the de-
liberate hyping of fears of parents concerning
anti-terrorism in order to build a climate of
insecurity that enables Israel to then step for-
ward as the ‘protector’”. Here we have a re-
gurgitation of the trope about manipulative,
lying Jews, playing the victim for gain.

The political hostility to any Zionist Jew no
matter their political outlook has been palpa-
ble and clear. I have been assured “zio is
short for zionist or racist”. That we were deal-
ing with “Zionist, nazi vermin. Scum of the
earth” — a comment no one saw the need to
challenge. It was just left standing there as
the debate raged on. I was also told, “any Jew
that supports Israel having their own state…
needs to be condemned for supporting it…. I
think those that have created and nurtured
Zionism are part of the group that has
worked for a long time to control the world”. 

This is how the transition from the politics
of Israel/Palestine to the recasting of far right
tropes work. Ideas about Jews controlling the
world are given a left wing sheen of anti-cap-
italism. The word Jew is replaced with “Zion-
ist”, “Israel”, or “Rothschild”. 

Anti-Zionists have also reposted the infa-
mous quote falsely credited to Voltaire, “To
find out who rules you, find out who you are

not supposed to criticise” with a graphic
of a hand crushing people down. When
they were told it was in fact a quote
from US neo-Nazi Kevin Strom — was
this quote removed? No. It was de-
fended as being true, no matter who
said it.

Others wishing to support Jackie
Walker have re-posted articles from the
website of Jeff Rense, a notorious US
conspiracy theorist who disseminates
antisemitic and neo-Nazi propaganda.

In a discussion on an antisemitic
Rothschild meme, I was informed that
“money and debt control this world and
its wars. And certain families are at the
core of that.” Jews were described as “an
alien breed like Rothschild, out to de-
stroy mankind by creating mischief all
over the world”.

In Corbyn groups and Momentum
groups I have found links to Richie
Allen Youtube shows (in association
with David Icke).

As shocking as the antisemitic nature
of such original posts, has been the
number of people who defended them.
There were arguments about whether the
Rothschilds did indeed, run the world. 

Is this kind of racist antisemitism rife on
the left? No. But it is there and is often not

recognised, or ignored, because the lan-
guage is similar to that used by those who
support “anti-Zionism” as a solution to
the political problems in Israel/Palestine. 

The illuminating comments of Walker’s defenders

A couple of corrections to your interview
with me (Solidarity 419).

The interview has me say, “Then, while I
was still at high school, I worked with Free-
dom Road [a Maoist group]. Though I dis-
agreed with them, I learned a lot about
organising from them. Then I went to uni-
versity in Chicago and drifted into the Dem-
ocratic Socialists of America, where I’ve been
ever since.”

This makes it sound like I was overall hos-
tile to FRSO. It would be better to say that I
disagreed with them on certain points of the-
ory and history. I agreed with them on much
else.

Also: “There are questions about what and
how much we might defend in Cuba and
Venezuela against US imperialism, but
views which see them as a model stand out-

side the box of what we publish. Some of our
writers have positive things to say about
Venezuela, but not as a model.”

This again might make it sound like I’m
more hostile to the Cuban and Venezuelan
projects — and closer to the AWL’s line —
than I am. What I would say is that some of
us are broadly supportive of and in solidar-
ity with the political projects in places like
Venezuela, others less so, but overall we
don’t see them as models that can simply be
replicated in other places, any more than the
Russian Revolution is. 

In other words, my emphasis is on the
specificity of socialist politics in different
contexts, rather than on whether we
should somehow evaluate these projects
as comprehensively good or bad.

Peter Frase, New York

Insurrection is not feasible?

Specificity of socialist politics



Loud voices among the Tories are pushing
for a “hard Brexit”. They want to slam the
door on migrants from Europe and make
things difficult for migrant workers al-
ready here.

The Tories are divided. Most of big busi-
ness want to stay in the EU’s “single market”,
so that they do not face tariffs or complicated
juggling with forms and regulation when
trading with the EU. They want to keep
“passporting” rights for UK-based banks to
trade across the EU.

They know they won’t get that without
continuing freedom of movement for work-
ers, but they don’t mind that, or they posi-
tively welcome a bigger pool of labour.

The Tories’ difficulties are our opportunity.
Our priorities are different. Our first concern
is the solidarity and unity of workers across
borders, and so for security for migrants here
and for freedom of movement both for their
friends, families, compatriots, and for British-
born people who want to work, study, or live
elsewhere in Europe.

It is for opening the doors so that the
refugees currently stacked in Calais, soon to
be dispersed across France by water-cannon
and bulldozers, can come here.

The Brexit vote has boosted the most nar-
row-minded so that even after the UK prom-
ised to take in child refugees fully qualified
to come here, the government delayed month
after month before admitting a first meagre
few, only 14, on 17 October.

The disputes among the Tories and big
business and economic links give us an open-
ing to push back. It is even possible that the
Tories will be so unable to cut a workable
deal with the EU that Brexit is eventually re-
scinded.

The Sunday Times on 16 October published
a previously-hidden article that leading Tory
Brexiter Boris Johnson wrote just before the
referendum started — an article opposing
Brexit!

Johnson went for Brexit just to boost his ca-
reer. He expected Brexit to lose, but the refer-
endum campaign to establish him as a figure
who could claim a top government job after

he “gallantly” (in fact, relievedly) “accepted”
an anti-Brexit vote.

Norway, Switzerland, Canada, Albania,
Singapore — the Brexiters never made clear,
and mostly didn’t know, what their model
for Britain-after-Brexit was.

They claimed it would be easy to cut a new
deal with the EU. Yet the Canada-EU trade
deal, much less fraught, and negotiated since
2008, is now stalled, maybe sunk, because

Belgium has rejected it, and it needs unani-
mous approval by EU states,

Their posters and campaign buses prom-
ised £350 million a week more for the NHS
after Brexit, from money no longer going to
EU contributions. The promise has vanished.
The government has hinted that it may still
pay into the EU budget after Brexit in order
to get trade concessions.

They blamed migrants for the social prob-

lems caused by Tory cuts and curbs on coun-
cil housing. The worst-hit areas, which voted
heavily for Brexit, actually have fewest mi-
grants.

The Brexit vote on 23 June set off a 41% in-
crease in racial and religious hate crime in
July 2016 (over July 2015). Official figures for
August, published on 13 October, show a rate
still much higher than previous years
(bit.ly/h-crime).

There was one valid idea behind the Brexit
votes: that control over economic life has
shifted further from ground level.

Capitalist economic life is always con-
trolled by a small minority: bosses, bankers,
top government officials. But the feeling that
the centres of control are even further away,
even more difficult at least to constrain, has
a real basis.

World market forces, including the rapid
forces of the global financial markets, domi-
nate more. The chief economic criterion for
governments has become making their terri-
tories attractive as perches for global capital.

Brexit is no answer. Smaller economic units
— Britain, as compared to the EU — are even
more subordinate to markets and global cap-
ital than larger. The EU has been willing to
demand €13 billion back-taxes for Ireland
from Apple, but the idea so scares Ireland
that it has appealed against the ruling.

The only answer is solidarity and unity of
workers across the largest expanses possible,
both to check and constrain global capital,
and then to replace it by social and economic
cooperation and equalisation across borders.

As the Tories’ conflicts develop, the
labour movement can and should push
back, to minimise, to block, to reverse the
re-raising of barriers.

No hard Brexit
WHAT WE SAY 5@workerslibertyWorkers’ Liberty

It’s often thought bad in Marxist publica-
tions to write articles on the theme “we
don’t know”, but that is what I have to do
about the falling pound.

The exchange rate of the pound against
other major currencies has fallen 17% since
the Brexit vote on 23 June, and has recently
had a further sudden lurch downwards. The
inflation rate is ticking up a bit. Marmite is
disappearing from the shelves at Tesco be-
cause its producer demanded a price rise to
compensate for the falling exchange rate.

These trends could swell into dramas. The
fall of the pound could spiral as speculators,
seeing it sag, switch to other currencies and
so make the pound fall further. The UK
economy has a near-record 6% current-ac-
count deficit, and is highly dependent on
speculative financial inflows.

Rising inflation will push up interest rates
and so mortgage payments, and could set off
a wave of dispossessions. It could, indeed it
should, also spur sluggish trade unions into
more militancy for wages.

Rising inflation also has benign effects for
capitalism. Most capitalist governments, re-
cently, have been piling manipulation upon
financial manipulation to try to push up in-
flation to the optimum rate of about 2%
(they reckon; or some would say 4%), at
which it eases debt burdens and helps speed
spending without disrupting. UK inflation is
still well below that.

Long-term, the Brexit turmoil is quite

likely to bring dramas from a falling ex-
change rate. Whether it does that now, or
in the next year so, is another matter. Not
yet. Beyond that, we don’t know.

Martin Thomas

The pound and the Marmite crisis

Protesters at the “March for Europe” just after the referendum
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By les Hearn
The 2016 World Congress on Pain, meet-
ing in Yokohama in late September, held a
packed Special Session on Opioids. The
theme was their role in pain medicine.
This might seem fairly settled since the
analgesic properties of opium have been
known for at least 3000 years. Not so!

The scene was set by eminent US pain spe-
cialist Jane Ballantyne, president of Physi-
cians for Responsible Opioid Prescribing and
adviser to the US Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC). She described how
over the last 25 years sales of prescription
opioids have soared, as have emergency ad-
missions and deaths. In the US, some one in
five patients with chronic non-cancer pain
(CNCP) are prescribed opioids; since 1999,
sales of prescription opioids have quadru-
pled; between 1999 and 2014, over 165,000
people died from overdose related to pre-
scription opioids; more than 14,000 died this
way in 2014, at least half of all opioid over-
dose deaths; nearly two million Americans
abused or were dependent on prescription
opioids in 2014, a quarter of those taking pre-
scription opioids; over 1,000 people are
treated in emergency departments for misus-

ing prescription opioids every day. 
Eighty per cent of opioid prescriptions

world wide are in the US, with just 5% of the
population. This is not because Americans
are suffering more pain: it is the product of
drug companies “educating” physicians and
patients, together with a production line
model of health care. How has it come to this
and will the problem spread? Drug compa-
nies would no doubt like to increase their
opioid sales. This is a gigantic problem with-
out an obvious solution. The new CDC
Guidelines on Prescription Opioids may pre-
vent the worsening of the situation but
rolling back such a tide of addiction to legal
drugs will not be easy.

POPPy
The opium poppy, Papaver somniferum,
has been known at least since Neolithic
times (perhaps even by Neanderthal peo-
ple) and was widely cultivated and used in
ancient Egypt, Sumer, Greece and so on. 

Morphine was isolated from opium in the
19th century and this allowed safer dosing,
since the amount being dispensed could be
accurately measured. Later, derivatives of
morphine or compounds with similar ac-
tions, such as heroin, methadone, pethidine,
oxycodone, hydrocodone and fentanyl, were
developed. These, the opioids, are mainly

used for anaesthesia in operations (pethidine,
fentanyl), for pain relief during childbirth
(pethidine), and post-operative pain (often
morphine). Morphine is supplied to US and
British soldiers for use if injured on the field
of battle. Opioids were also used as a cough
suppressant (e.g. Codeine Linctus) and to
treat diarrhoea (e.g. Collis Browne’s or Kaolin
& Morphine).

Since the opioids efficiently suppress the
acute pain of injury or operation, a wholly
desirable outcome, one might wonder why
they are so tightly controlled or even banned
around the world. One reason is that the ther-
apeutic dose is fairly close to the toxic dose:
they suppress the breathing reflex and an
overdose stops the victim breathing. As
Paracelsus said, “The dose makes the poi-
son,” and for heroin the Therapeutic Index
(TI: the ratio of the toxic dose to the effective
dose) is 25:1. This is a problem for recre-
ational heroin users who don’t know the pu-
rity of the drug they are taking.

Another reason is that, if the patient takes
opioids over a long period, they develop a
tolerance to the drugs: the amount needed to
achieve the desired effect slowly increases
and can reach levels that would be instantly
fatal to a new patient.

The main reason for controlling or banning
opioids is that they are very addictive. This
is less of a problem for those taking them, as
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Prescription opioids: the op    

By Janine Booth
The miner insisted the coroner record
The Panglas School building a homicide
scene
They were buried alive by the National
Coal Board

His heart was in bits though his shoulders
were broad
Though mining was dirty, were con-
sciences clean?
The miner insisted the coroner record

The muck, slush and water had tumbled
and poured
The slurry ran black through the valley of
green
They were buried alive by the National
Coal Board

We all feel this way, the father implored
The mums and the dads of the hundred-
sixteen
The miner insisted the coroner record

The standard of care that it did not afford
A tip in a place it should never have been
They were buried alive by the National
Coal Board

Aberfan wanted some justice restored
Though justice had perished at 09:13
The miner insisted the coroner record
It was buried alive by the National Coal
Board

SCIENCE

21 October
1966 
A villanelle about the Aberfan coal
mining disaster, in which 144 people,
including 116 school children, died
when a coal mining waste tip
collapsed. 
There was a lot of anger at the
National Coal Board for its neglect of
safety, and at the inquest, one father
insisted: “I want it recorded — ‘Buried
alive by the National Coal Board’. That
is what I want to see on the record.
That is the feeling of those present.
Those are the words we want to go
on the certificate.”



they should, for short periods to deal with
acute pain or to deal with pain associated
with some terminal cancers. But, for those
taking them for chronic pain or to experience
the euphoric effect found with larger non-
therapeutic doses, dependence or addiction
can result, as well as side effects such as con-
stipation, breathing problems in sleep, heart
problems, suppressed immune systems,
more bone fractures (perhaps because of
dizziness and slower reactions), and disrup-
tion of hormone systems (including sex hor-
mones). There is also paradoxically, increased
sensitivity to pain in a significant proportion
of chronic opioid users.

lEgAl
For most of the three or more millennia
that opium has been known, it has been
legal in most of the world, if rather
frowned upon when used recreationally. 

Indeed, the British authorities allowed
opium sale in India and imposed it by force
in China in the Opium Wars. Sales of lau-
danum (tincture of opium and alcohol) in
Britain were legal though regulated from
1868. Gradually, particularly in the first half
of the 20th century, opium and its derivatives
became illegal unless prescribed by a doctor.
Following the International Opium Conven-
tion in 1912, drug control was incorporated
into the Treaty of Versailles in 1919, and the
League of Nations signatories agreed to pro-
hibit trade in narcotics except for medical
uses. Laws have become stricter and the “war
on drugs” has escalated so that many coun-
tries now impose stiff penalties, up to execu-
tion, for possession and sale of opioids.
Except in terms of job creation, this war has
not succeeded.

Like other wars, this one has caused collat-

eral damage with the legitimate medical use
of opiates, especially in palliative care of can-
cer patients, being restricted unnecessarily.
The WCP Special Session on Opioids heard
from an Indian pain specialist that in half of
the world opioids were not available to alle-
viate unbearable suffering. In her own coun-
try, opioids were theoretically available but
legal restrictions made doctors afraid to pre-
scribe them for fear of falling foul of the crim-
inal law.

It was in the USA, however, that the situa-
tion was the most bizarre. Alongside serious
jail terms for mere possession of opioids, the
drug companies had successfully argued
from about 1980 that opioid prescriptions
should be allowed for patients with chronic
(long-term) non-cancer pain. It was argued
that this would not result in dependence
problems since only a small percentage of pa-
tients had hitherto become addicted to pre-
scription opioids. This went against medical
advice that they be used only for acute pain
or for cancer pain, especially in those with a
terminal diagnosis.

The epidemic started in 1995 when the US
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) ap-
proved the opioid painkiller OxyContin (oxy-
codone). Its manufacturer, Purdue Pharma,
sold $45 million’s worth of OxyContin in
1996, $1.1 billion in 2000, $3.1 billion in 2010,
some 30% of the painkiller market. It
achieved this by aggressive advertising and
targeting doctors already prescribing a lot of
painkillers. The result has been a large num-
ber of people addicted to OxyContin and as
many deaths as occur with illegal use of opi-
oids. The opioid-paracetamol mixture Vi-
codin (containing hydrocodone) is involved
in opioid dependence but also in deaths from
paracetamol overdose. 

This is at present almost entirely a US prob-

lem, with 80% of the world’s opioid con-
sumption, legal and illegal, taking place in
the USA. Most of the users are poor whites in
areas like the Appalachians: hence its nick-
name “hillbilly heroin.” The historic pattern
of under-treatment of pain in Afro-Ameri-
cans due to racist assumptions has ironically
largely spared them from the opioid epi-
demic.

HEROIN
A related problem is deaths from heroin
overdose, which have nearly tripled in 12
years, exceeding 10,500 in 2014. 

The number of addicts has doubled in that
time, with the vast majority of new users
being people who had previously misused
prescription opioids.

What to do? In a “shutting the stable door”
move, the CDC have issued a new guideline
for prescribing opioids for chronic pain, em-
phasising non-opioid treatments, low

dosages, and following up patients to check
that opioids are having the desired effect or
to help them taper off the drugs. This sounds
a very labour-intensive policy and one won-
ders how this would work in the US health
system. 

Other private health systems will be prone
to the problems of prescription opioids, but
so too many public health systems: already it
is reported that prescription opioid use has
increased four-fold in 10 years in Australia
while Canada, Germany, Austria, Switzer-
land, Belgium, Netherlands and Denmark
are starting to catch up the USA. Other Euro-
pean countries and New Zealand also seem
to be increasing prescription opioid use. With
USA, these countries account for 96% of pre-
scription opioid use world-wide with just
15% of the population.

We should remember, however, that
this is also a problem for the 85% who
may need access to prescription opioids
but can’t get them.

Endogenous opioids (e.g. endorphin and
enkephalin) have been found in all ani-
mals where they have been looked for,
such as the very simple flatworms, as
well as nematode worms, annelids, mol-
luscs, crustaceans and insects, and all
vertebrates. 

One major purpose may be to suppress
pain etc. when priority is escape but endoge-
nous opiates are involved in many other sys-
tems, such as the gut, and in social
behaviours and in reward systems in the
brain. They work by binding to opioid recep-
tors,* of which there are at least four types,
found in different tissues and causing differ-
ent effects. 

Morphine (and to a lesser extent codeine)
is produced by the opium poppy as part of
its defence mechanism against damage. En-
tirely fortuitously, morphine binds strongly
to opioid receptors and activates them, re-
sulting in relief of pain, euphoria (in the re-
ward systems), inhibition of gut movement
(resulting in constipation), suppression of

the cough reflex, and depression of the
breathing reflex (risking cessation of breath-
ing). Codeine has no effect but is broken
down by liver enzymes to produce mor-
phine and other metabolites. People lacking
these enzymes get no benefit from codeine.

Repeated use of morphine, or its deriva-
tives such as heroin, reduces the body’s nat-
ural production of endogenous opioids,
encouraging increased doses and resulting
in withdrawal (abstinence) syndrome, an ex-
aggeration of the opposite effects to those
caused by morphine. This makes the original
problem worse, which is why opioids should
only be used for short periods.

Interestingly, there are some compounds,
such as naloxone, which bind to opioid re-
ceptors even more strongly than morphine
but do not activate them. These are opioid
antagonists and can be used to reverse opi-
oid poisoning since they rapidly displace
opioids from the receptors and deactivate
them.

Some opioids do not activate all receptor
types. These partial agonists, such as Tra-

madol and buprenorphine, have been sug-
gested as safer alternatives, with the latter
being used to treat opioid dependence.
When I was on a placement with Reckitt’s in
the late 1970s, we were told that healthy vol-
unteers taking buprenorphine for long peri-
ods had withdrawal symptoms when the
drug was stopped but that they preferred
these to the side effects from taking the
drug.** 

Nevertheless, buprenorphine is abused
by some people, as is Tramadol.

*Hans Kosterlitz developed the first bioas-
say for the opioids (allegedly after a
dream!). This consisted of a length of
guinea-pig intestine whose electrically-
stimulated contractions were inhibited by
certain concentrations of morphine. Other
potential opioids could be checked against
this to assess their potency. Kosterlitz and
his colleagues predicted the existence of a
naturally-occurring opioid in mammals
and this was confirmed when some
mashed-up pig brain was added to the

saline solution bathing the intestine and its
contractions were duly inhibited.
Kosterlitz was a refugee from Nazi Ger-
many who settled in Aberdeen; his son
Michael, now based in USA, has just
jointly won the 2016 Nobel Prize in
Physics: both are marvellous advertise-
ments for the benefits of migration.
Michael has said that he is considering re-
nouncing British citizenship if Brexit goes
ahead.

**We were also told by a senior scientist
that there were no serious health effects
from long-term use of (prescription) opi-
oids, apart from addiction. We now know
that there are health effects and that long-
term use of opioids does not solve the prob-
lem for which they are prescribed. It is still
better to legally supply addicts than to
criminalise them, but the task of weaning
them from their drugs is going to be a dif-
ficult one.

How opioids work

OxyContin: making billions of dollars every year
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By Simon Nelson
The Stop The War Coalition enjoyed its
heyday around the time of the 2003 inva-
sion of Iraq, but has regained some
prominence since David Cameron’s gov-
ernment first proposed the bombing of
Syria in August 2013.

Feeding on perceptions that UK involve-
ment in the Middle East has led to prolonged
campaigns of bombing, loss of life, and the
creation of unstable regimes, with very little
of the humanity supposed to exist in “hu-
manitarian intervention”, the STWC has
called a number of demonstrations and got
some media coverage for its opposition to the
UK and US involvement in coalition bomb-
ing of first Assad’s forces and then Daesh.

But it has been very markedly a “stop-
some-wars” effort.

Since 2011, at the start of the Syrian demon-
strations against Assad, the leading lights of
the STWC have failed to do more than mildly
rebuke the Assad regime, which has been the
main terrorist force in the country, causing
the displacement of millions of people within
Syria and into neighbouring Lebanon, Iraq,
Turkey, and (in much smaller numbers) Eu-
rope.

In 2015, following the election of Jeremy
Corbyn as Labour leader, STWC called for
protests against those Labour MPs who
backed the Tory government’s call for bomb-
ing Daesh, but raised no calls to stop the
Russian or Assad-regime bombing.

At the 8 October Stop the War coalition
conference, Syrians heckled Jeremy Corbyn
for his silence over the Russian bombard-
ment of Aleppo. STWC honcho Chris Nine-
ham ruled out “a protest outside the Russian
embassy” on the grounds that it “would ac-
tually contribute to increasing the hysteria
and the jingoism that is being whipped up at
the minute to go against Russia” (bit.ly/c-
nine).

This approach, appealing to sentiment for
peace in general, but in fact opposing only
some wars, has been in STWC from the start.

It was formed at an ad-hoc meeting called
at short notice in September 2001 from initial
protests against US president George W

Bush’s war plans following the September 11
Al Qaeda attacks in the USA. The meeting
was controlled from the chair by Lindsey
German, who was then a leader of the Social-
ist Workers Party (SWP), but fell out of
favour in the SWP after 2007 and quit, with
Nineham and others, in 2010.

Darren Johnson of the Green Party and
anti-war activist Milan Rai disputed vehe-
mently with German at that meeting about
the basis of the campaign, but other left
groups were not allowed to speak (AWL) or
were absent (the rest), and German steam-
rollered Johnson and Rai.

The campaign quickly rallied many people
angry at the plans to bomb Afghanistan.
After a lull, STWC revived sharply in the
build-up to the US-led invasion of Iraq in
March 2003. Local groups formed across the
country.

The coalition now enjoyed the support of a
range from the Quakers, the Green Party, and
some Lib-Dems, to ultra-Stalinists, but was

controlled by the SWP with allies from the
Communist Party of Britain (CPB) and re-
flected their world outlook.

Most of the world was horrified by the
9/11 attacks, but the SWP “refused to con-
demn” them, and allowed STWC to con-
demn the attacks only by way of a statement
by Lindsey German, under pressure at the
first regular STWC conference, that “of
course” they must be condemned. They have
since rewritten history to claim that the coali-
tion always condemned those attacks.

SWP
The STWC reflected many of the SWP’s
political weaknesses. In the right place at
the right time, it was able to mobilise huge
numbers of people to demonstrations, as
was the more-or-less explicitly Stalinist
Workers World Party where it controlled
the movement in the USA against the Iraq
invasion.

The SWP and its allies sadly tainted those
mobilisations by promoting a mix of a-polit-
ical peace-talk with under-the-counter apolo-
gies or semi-apologies for the Taliban,
Saddam Hussein, and then the Iraqi “resis-
tance” (forerunners of Daesh). STWC leaders,
Lindsey German and John Rees from the
SWP (and now in Counterfire), and Andrew
Murray of the CPB, sought to exclude class-
struggle and internationalist politics in
favour of a simplistic picture of a world of
two camps: the US, the UK, and Europe bad,
anyone who clashed with them, good.

STWC leaders implicitly backed the Tal-
iban in Afghanistan, and gave a positive
“anti-imperialist” spin to various shades of
Islamist reaction.

The official history of the coalition, Stop the
War: The Story of Britain’s Biggest Mass Move-
ment, rebukes socialists who said that a cri-
tique of political Islam was necessary for a
healthy movement. “At its first conference in
October 2001, the Coalition had to rebuff ef-
forts by ultra-left fragments to place a barrier
between the anti-war movement and the
Muslim community. This took the form of de-
mands that the Coalition reject ‘Muslim fun-
damentalism’ equally with US imperialism...
Its effect would have been to alienate broad
sections of Muslim opinion.”

Symbolically, the Worker-communist Party
of Iraq had its stalls at STWC demonstrations

harassed and excluded by STWC organisers.
Other revolutionary socialist groups of Mid-
dle-East origin were so disgusted that they
refused to work with STWC. The main tar-
gets of the “Muslim fundamentalism” which
the StWC was so keen to whitewash was and
is Muslims or secularised ex-Muslims who
reject their fundamentalist impositions. 

A number of STWC local meetings, most
notoriously in Birmingham, segregated men
and women to comply with the wishes of
local islamic leaders. In 2002 the coalition also
starting organising in collaboration with the
Muslim Association of Britain (MAB), the UK
franchise of the Egyptian-based Muslim
Brotherhood. MAB was then a small group,
mainly of activists of Arab origin, which had
difficulty making links in the larger mostly-
Muslim communities in Britain. STWC ac-
credited it as co-organiser of the big anti-war
marches, and, so to speak, as the “Muslim
face” of the anti-war movement. 

An article in Race and Class journal in 2008,
Standing together: the Muslim Association of
Britain and the anti-war movement, notes that:
“Having emerged as the chosen vehicle for
Muslim participation in antiwar politics,
MAB was elevated from a relatively obscure
group to one with a national profile. It gained
considerable influence… MAB assumed an
unprecedented significance… Its member-
ship rose from 400 to 800 or 1,000 – still small,
of course, but twice its original size.” The
SWP, by making this alliance, helped to re-
cruit for an organisation that their chief the-
oretician Tony Cliff had called “clerical
fascist” in 1946!

STWC also promoted George Galloway
MP as one of its main public speakers. Gal-
loway was a Stalinistic soft-left Labour MP
with a history of commercial relations with
reactionary regimes (Pakistan, Iraq, Gulf
States) or their trusted agents.

Simultaneously, STWC refused to have
anything to do with the emerging Iraqi trade
unions. In fact they condemned them.

After the Iraq movement subsided, and
particularly after US troops in Iraq withdrew
to bases in 2010 and then quit in 2011, the
STWC was only sporadically active.

The Russian annexation of Crimea in
March 2014 and the Russian bombing of
Syria from September 2015 exposed again the
“campist” politics of the STWC leaders. In
2010, the leading SWPers in the coalition,
Lindsey German, John Rees, and Chris Nine-
ham, had left the SWP and formed a new
group, Counterfire.

Counterfire moved away from describing
itself as “Trotskyist” at all, and became in-
creasingly pro-Russian in its propaganda. It
approvingly published articles by Eamonn
McCann and Jon Wight which said that if a
side had to be picked in the Russia-Ukraine
conflict, then it should be Russia, and that the
US was the “main enemy” over the annexa-
tion of Crimea respectively.

An increasing number of leftists have come
to dispute these politics and the way they
taint the STWC’s campaigning. The STWC’s
exclusion of anti-Assad Syrians from plat-
forms, at the same time as it promotes Assad-
regime supporters, and the mealy-mouthed
excuse from Chris Nineham for why the
STWC has no protest against Russian bomb-
ing, no longer washes with many activists.

An genuine anti-war movement needs
to have an internationalist viewpoint. Sol-
idarity against the forces of barbarism
whether western or not should be our
guiding principle. And the Stop the War
Coalition has singularly failed to follow it.

On Sunday 10 October [2004] the officers
of the Stop The War Coalition circulated
on email a statement written on 8 Octo-
ber. 

After piously claiming that “STWC has
always refrained from taking any position
on the internal development of Iraq”, it ve-
hemently took sides in those “internal de-
velopments” by denouncing the Iraqi
Federation of Trade Union [IFTU].

It did not question that the IFTU is a gen-
uine workers’ organisation — “the IFTU is
one of a number of trade unions and work-
ers’ organisations in Iraq”, it noted — nor
mention that other trade union organisa-
tions in Iraq, while rejecting the IFTU’s sup-
port for the Allawi government, share the
IFTU’s hostility to the Islamist militias.

The IFTU’s “lesser evil” position reflects
the general philosophy of the Communist
Party of Iraq [but]… the IFTU is still a trade
union organisation. But the STWC went on
to condemn not only the IFTU but any at-

tempt at trade union organisation in Iraq.
“With regard to the IFTU, the STWC con-
demns… its view that genuinely independ-
ent trade unionism in Iraq can develop
under a regime of military occupation”.

So what is it possible to develop? Gen-
uinely independent sectarian militias!

The STWC statement concluded by en-
dorsing the “struggle of Iraqis, by whatever
means they find necessary” against the oc-
cupation. Issued the day after hostage Ken
Bigley was beheaded, this amounted to an
endorsement of such methods.

By the time the STWC statement ap-
peared in the Morning Star on 11 October,
that phrase, “by whatever means they find
necessary”, had been cut out.

But Galloway, Bambery, and Lindsey
German between them had developed
an agitation to justify not only the disrup-
tion at the European Social Forum
[where an IFTU speaker was shouted
down], but far worse, against the alleged
“Quislings” of the IFTU, or against any
trade unionist in Iraq.
• From Solidarity, 21 October 2004

AS WE WERE SAYINg

What’s wrong with “Stop the War”?
FEATURE More online at www.workersliberty.org8
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Aware that the life of the post-1945
Labour leader and prime minister has
been done before, Bew’s biography at-
tempts to give new angles on Attlee’s life. 

He isn’t successful and the search for new
perspectives ends up recounting endless
Cabinet intrigues, Attlee’s relationship with
Churchill, and countless opinions on Attlee
from everybody and their uncle.

There is so much trivia in these pages that
an alternative title might be Everything you
never needed to know about Clement Attlee but
couldn’t be arsed to ask. For example he spends
some time, looking at what Attlee read and
how that might have influenced him. This is
all very well and good, but it seems a risky

proposition that you can gain a piercing, rev-
elatory insight into someone’s life and polit-
ical/philosophical views by surveying what
is on their bookshelves.

The two books, Bew mentions most fre-
quently, apparently much-loved by Attlee,
are the utopian socialist fiction of William
Morris’s News From Nowhere and the Ameri-
can Edward Bellamy’s Looking Backwards.
Clement Attlee may be many things to many
people — and Bew is clearly asking the
reader to look anew at a man widely thought
of as a plodding bore — but a utopian social-
ist is not one of them. 

In fact Bew is so focussed on the minutiae
of Attlee’s life that the context of the battles
of the 1930s and Labour’s victory in 1945 and
what it subsequently did (or didn’t do as the
case may be) is often lost or glossed over. The
General Strike of 1926 and the Spanish Civil

War and Labour’s attitude to them aren’t
given the depth of treatment they deserves.
The left Labour MP Aneurin Bevan is de-
picted as a squawking whiner. Marxism, we
are bluntly told, doesn’t exist in Britain! 

While we are told that Attlee visited the
USSR in 1937 and he thought that “...its sum
total justifies the revolution itself”, there is no
elaboration. The reader is not informed
whether Attlee knew of the Moscow Show
Trials, which had started the year before. It
would seem incredible that he didn’t know,
but if he did he would hardly be the first
British social democrat to look the other way.
The book just leaves a blank space.

But Attlee is depicted, rightly I think, as a
complex man who despite his self effacing
modesty and his complete lack of charisma,
did have ability. His ability, however, lay in
his talent for manoeuvre co-joined to the

mindset of a committee man. Ulti-
mately, Attlee was a quiet, behind-
the-scenes “fixer”.

When faced with a dilemma or a
problem he almost always compro-
mised. Compromise, in and of itself
is nothing bad, but it is a question of
what kind of compromise you are
talking about. Attlee’s compromises
were often based on the line of least
resistance rather than any consider-
ation of principle.

This is perhaps no more starkly il-
lustrated than in Attlee’s faith in the
utterly ineffective League of Nations,
which lead to one disappointment
after another. Although he was
clearly sympathetic to the plight of
the Spanish Republic. Official
Labour Party policy on Spain was
non-intervention, exactly mirroring
that of the British and French gov-
ernments’ national policy.

During and after World War Two
Labour and Conservative interna-
tional policies were virtually identi-
cal, something which has changed
little over the years. Independence
for India (achieved in 1947) was the
major point of difference between
the two parties although for a long

time Attlee favoured only Dominion status
for India. He later embraced the idea of full
independence, but not before he had Indian
nationalist leaders imprisoned in 1942. Com-
promise and contradiction, not for the first
time, often go together. 

Time and again, it is impossible not to re-
flect on the lost opportunities of the post-1945
Labour governments, particularly given the
crushing majority enjoyed by Labour. The
disappointments and limitations of the na-
tionalisation programme, particularly the
failure to nationalise the steel industry (of
which Bew says little). The utter failure to re-
assess Britain’s place in the world. The will-
ing acceptance of puppet status with the
Americans. The idiocy of the decision to de-
velop a nuclear bomb. The reluctance, partic-
ularly strong on Attlee’s part, to abolish or
even reform the private fee-paying schools
(of which he was a beneficiary). The failure
to develop a coherent and workable policy on
land and land ownership. 

There were some successes, the establish-
ment of the welfare state and especially the
NHS, real achievements which should never
be underestimated, but, again, there were so
many lost opportunities. 

There is a sloppiness about facts in this
book. According to the blurb, John Bew is one
of Britain’s leading historians. He is the son
of Paul Bew, a revolutionary socialist in the
1960s who is now a Lord. Both Bews are as-
sociates of the neo-conservative Henry Jack-
son Society. 

John Bew appears not to know that what
led up to the General Strike of 1926 was the
mineowners’ attempt to add an hour on to
the working day and reduce the wages of the
miners. Instead he says that the mineowners
wanted to add an extra day onto the working
week. No doubt they would have loved this,
but it simply didn’t happen.

There are better books to read on Attlee
and the Labour Party. Although many
readers of Solidarity will no doubt dis-
agree with Ralph Miliband’s conclusions,
his Parliamentary Socialism has stood the
test of time and is a much superior analy-
sis on Labour than the one on offer from
John Bew.

After the UK premiere of Ken Loach’s lat-
est film, ‘I, Daniel Blake’, in Liverpool at
the time of Labour Party conference, I
was filmed for a trailer.

What did I think of it? I had wondered
whether I was a wuss, for blubbing, but
when I looked everyone was crying or laugh-
ing or both.

Daniel is a carpenter in his late 50s who has
had a near-fatal heart attack and been told
not to work by his doctor. His inability to fill
in forms on the computer in a library, and his
honest but naive answers, get him moved
from disability benefit (ESA) to JSA. When he
admits he can’t take the jobs he’s applied for,
he is sanctioned, and spirals into the poverty
of food banks and charity.

I’d worked in job centres and signed on,
and so was ready to pick on every mistake.
But I couldn’t work out how the film had
been so accurate.

I was saying so in the toilets after the film,
then heard a voice: “I’d like to shake your
hand, as that’s what I wanted to hear”. It was

Paul Laverty, the screen-
writer.

He said a lot of the ac-
tors were former jobcen-
tre workers. I said I’d
wash my hands first, and
he said not to bother as
he “likes to get his hands
dirty”. (He has been a
human rights lawyer in
some of the worst war
zones).

It’s the ability to pick
up on mundane conver-
sations or little phrases
that connects the movie
so intimately to working-
class experience so inti-
mately. Some right wing
reviewers think it too ranty, too anti-govern-
ment, but that is because, in the words of
Jarvis Cocker, they’ll “never live like com-
mon people”. 

I feel this film could do for the 21st century
what Orwell did in the 20th or Dickens (who,
so Marx said, “issued to the world more po-

litical and social truths than have been ut-
tered by all the politicians, publicists and
moralists put together”) for the 19th century.

We see Daniel literally running the com-
puter mouse up the screen (we all know
someone older who can’t cope with comput-
ers or smartphones), but he is tenderly prac-
tical helping Katie, a single mother forced to

move to Newcastle from high-rent London to
save the state money. They form a touching
sort of family unit, particularly with Katie’s
boy Dylan, who has developed obsessional
rituals from the trauma of being shunted
through hostels and across the country.

The jobcentre workers are like prisoners
forced to recite scripts. They say they can’t
help because remote “decision makers” must
decide. They mostly succumb to the pres-
sures. One brave worker who tries to help is
punished by bullying bosses.

It isn’t a miserable film but rather inspir-
ing, particularly at the point where Daniel
makes a powerful “I, Daniel Blake” statement
of defiance.

A few years ago, some good civil service
union activists whom I argued with said that
they didn’t think there could be a major cam-
paign uniting jobcentre workers and
claimants over sanctions as the “blame
scroungers” culture was so strong. 

But then 18 months ago nobody pre-
dicted the popularity of anti-austerity pol-
itics, as reflected by the hundreds of
thousands joining the Labour Party now.

Tim Cooper reviews ‘I, Daniel Blake’

John Cunningham reviews Citizen
Clem: a biography of Attlee by John
Bew, published by riverrun, 2016.

Not miserable but inspiring
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Books by Workers’ Liberty
Can socialism
make sense?
A new book from Workers’ 
Liberty which makes the 
case for socialism. In a 
time when socialism is the 
most searched word on 
the Merriam-Webster 
dictionary website, more 
and more people call

themselves socialists, and a self-confessed 
socialist is leader of the Labour Party, this book 
explores what socialism means, whether it can 
rise again, how, and why.

It answers questions such as: What about Stalin? 
Are revolutions democratic? How can we have a 
planned economy? and is socialism still 
relevant?

www.workersliberty.org/socialism
£12 (£14.80 including postage)

Why socialist feminism?
Workers’ Liberty makes class struggle 
and radical social change central to 
our feminism. We are socialist 
feminists. This pamphlet explores 
what “socialist feminism” might mean 
in the context of the latest “wave”, 
and global conditions.
£6.20 (inc postage) from www.workersliberty.org/why-soc-fem
The two Trotskyisms confront Stalinism
For the revolutionary socialists, the Trotskyists, it 
has been a very long march through the 20th 
century and beyond, and over sometimes 

£23 (inc postage) from bit.ly/twotrotskyisms

uncharted, unexpected, terrain. 

against Stalinism, to understand it, 
to wipe the labour movement 
clean of it. This book surveys and 

formative debates in the 1940s 
between the two main strands into 
which Trotskyism divided.

Clement Attlee — the compromising committee man



london Momentum discusses expulsions

By Sacha Ismail
The London regional Momentum
meeting (15 October) revealed a
growing organisation with sub-
stantial life, but one that needs
much more organisation. Hope-
fully this meeting represents the
start of that process.

In February, following a grass-
roots revolt against attempts to cre-
ate undemocratic structures
appointed from above, the organi-
sation established regional net-
works to co-ordinate groups and
elect the bulk of the National Com-
mittee. The London region met
twice but then did not meet for six
months, despite attempts to get it to
do so.

Did this reflect lack of confidence
from a new organisation, exacer-
bated by pressure from the Mo-
mentum office, which shut down
the NC and discouraged regional
meetings during the Labour leader-
ship campaign? In any case, when
convened, the regional meeting
was attended by about 45 people,
35 of whom were delegates repre-
senting between 15 and 20 London
groups (with some groups not pres-
ent) and a smattering of other Mo-
mentum organisations (including
youth, disabled, LGBT, women).

There was wide political diver-
sity in the room. 

Each group present reported on
their activity, which was actually
very helpful and encouraging —
there is a lot of good work being
done, from supporting cleaners’

struggles in the City of London to
winning the nomination for a mar-
ginal council by-election in Tory
Wandsworth. New groups are still
appearing.

There was controversy about
whether to take motions. Underly-
ing this was a wider disagreement
about whether the region should
take motions at all. Having every
meeting entirely taken up by mo-
tions would be undesirable, but
without the ability to put proposals
there is surely no possibility of
democratic decision-making.

In the end, the meeting voted on
two things: a proposal about cam-
paigning against expulsions and
suspensions from the Labour Party,
from Lewisham; and a statement
about Jackie Walker’s removal as
Vice Chair of Momentum, which
supporters of Global Women’s
Strike had put forward. This did
not come from a group but de facto
represented a number of groups
who have voted for Walker’s rein-
statement.

The motion about expulsions and
suspensions was passed almost
unanimously, to go forward to the
5 November NC, with a clear con-
sensus that Momentum’s inaction
on this issue is a real problem. Un-
fortunately a line supporting the
Stop the Purge conference in Not-
tingham was deleted by a margin
of two votes after some bizarre at-
tacks on the AWL. (We are “Zion-
ists”, supposedly; we are involved
in Stop the Purge; therefore Stop
the Purge is Zionist and cannot be
supported... I think most delegates
felt they didn’t know enough about
the campaign and this crazy, sectar-

ian stuff made some feel uncom-
fortable). 

An attempt to delete a call for
Corbyn and McDonnell to be bold
on these issues, motivated by
Global Women’s Strike supporters
on the explicit grounds that Mo-
mentum should not even criticise
the Labour leadership by implica-
tion but simply support what they
say, was overwhelmingly defeated.

On the removal of Jackie Walker
as Vice Chair there was a long de-
bate. London NC reps Jill Mount-
ford and Michael Chessum, who
both also sit on the national Steer-
ing Committee and voted to re-
move Walker, explained their
decision. Fellow rep and London
regional chair Delia Mattis ex-
plained why she disagreed and
criticised how the decision-making
process had been handled by Jon
Lansman.

Eventually, by a margin of three,
the meeting deleted the call to rein-
state Walker as chair and substi-
tuted a call to campaign for her
reinstatement in the Labour Party.

The meeting will reconvene on
29 October to discuss Momentum
structures, as well as other issues,
and to hold a new election for rep-
resentatives on the National Com-
mittee.

A collection for striking Pic-
turehouse workers was taken.

Today one class, the working class, lives by selling its
labour power to another, the capitalist class, which owns
the means of production. 
The capitalists’ control over the economy and their relentless
drive to increase their wealth causes poverty, unemployment,
the blighting of lives by overwork, imperialism, the destruction
of the environment and much else.
Against the accumulated wealth and power of the capitalists,
the working class must unite to struggle against capitalist
power in the workplace and in wider society.
The Alliance for Workers’ Liberty wants socialist revolution:
collective ownership of industry and services, workers’ control,
and a democracy much fuller than the present system, with
elected representatives recallable at any time and an end to
bureaucrats’ and managers’ privileges.
We fight for trade unions and the Labour Party to break with
“social partnership” with the bosses and to militantly assert
working-class interests.
In workplaces, trade unions, and Labour organisations;
among students; in local campaigns; on the left and in
wider political alliances we stand for:
• Independent working-class representation in politics.
• A workers’ government, based on and accountable to the
labour movement.
• A workers’ charter of trade union rights — to organise, to
strike, to picket effectively, and to take solidarity action.
• Taxation of the rich to fund decent public services, homes,
education and jobs for all.
• A workers’ movement that fights all forms of oppression.
Full equality for women, and social provision to free women
from domestic labour. For reproductive justice: free abortion on
demand; the right to choose when and whether to have
children. Full equality for lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender people. Black and white workers’ unity against
racism.
• Open borders.
• Global solidarity against global capital — workers
everywhere have more in common with each other than with
their capitalist or Stalinist rulers.
• Democracy at every level of society, from the smallest
workplace or community to global social
organisation.
• Equal rights for all nations, against
imperialists and predators big and small.
• Maximum left unity in action, and
openness in debate.

If you agree with us, please take some
copies of Solidarity to sell — and join us!

@workerslibertyWorkers’ LibertyMore online at www.workersliberty.org

LABOUR

Where we stand

By Michael Johnson
Clive Heemskerk, national elec-
tion agent for the Trade Union
and Socialist Coalition (TUSC),
has signalled a turn towards the
Corbyn surge in an article in The
Socialist (28 September).

He argues that “consolidating Je-
remy’s victory against [the] contin-
ued opposition [of the Labour
right] — by really transforming
Labour into an anti-austerity, so-
cialist, working-class mass move-
ment — is the critical task facing
socialists in Britain today.”

Since it emerged from Militant in
1991, the Socialist Party’s founding
principle, raised to the point of
dogma, has been that Labour had
been irreversibly transformed from
a workers’ party into a neoliberal
capitalist party. The task of social-
ists, therefore, was to build a “new
mass workers’ party”, a form of
surrogate social-democracy, out-
side of Labour and its affiliate trade
unions. 

Flowing logically from this was
standing candidates as part of
TUSC (on a low political basis) and
discouraging involvement in, and
trade union affiliation to, the
Labour Party.

Even in July 2015, as the first Cor-

byn leadership election gathered
steam, the SP cautioned that
though Corbyn might win and his
supporters would fight against the
right-wing, “it is more likely that
such a struggle would result in the
left being ejected from the party.” 

No need to worry though: “This
too, however, could create the base
for a significant new workers’
party” and the SP “along with oth-
ers in TUSC, has been campaigning
to prepare the ground for the cre-
ation of such a party.” 

Now that much of the heavy lift-
ing has been done, the SP watching
from the sidelines has judged the
prospects for working-class politi-
cal representation through the
Labour Party to be rather rosier.

The SP fall short of stating that its
members will rejoin the Labour
Party, however. 

Rather, its writes that TUSC
“could agree a broad policy to take
into the labour movement: that the
unions must have their collective
representation and proportionate
weight restored in the formation of
Labour Party policy, the selection
and re-selection of Labour Party
candidates, and the administration
of the party locally and nationally.”

The SP wants “a modern version
of the early federal structure of the

Labour Party which encompassed
trade unions, the co-operative
movement, women’s suffrage cam-
paigners, and a number of inde-
pendent socialist parties.” 

Under this system, TUSC could
have a similar relationship to
Labour as the Co-Operative Party,
which is registered with the Elec-
toral Commission but affiliated to
Labour on the basis that it stands
no independent candidates of its
own.

This is a policy not so much for
the immediate term but conditional
on the Pollyannaish notion that
Labour would realistically allow
the SP to affiliate. 

The SP is still yet to draw a bal-
ance sheet of their epochal perspec-
tive on Labour. How on earth could
a straightforwardly capitalist party
now find itself in the situation that
it could now be transformed into
“an anti-austerity, socialist, work-
ing-class mass movement”?

The answer, of course, is that
the Blairite project of transform-
ing Labour went far but was
never consolidated, and Labour
remained a “bourgeois workers’
party” with trade union links —
not a straightforwardly capitalist
party like the US Democratic
Party or the Lib Dems.

Socialist Party fail to draw lessons on Labour

Stop the labour Purge
Conference

26 November, Nottingham
bit.ly/purge-conf

Events

got an event you want listing?
solidarity@workersliberty.org

Thursday 20 October
Shahrokh Zamani action
campaign launch
7pm, Hamilton House (NUT),
Mabledon Place, London WC1H
9BD
bit.ly/2dG07fo

Saturday 22 October
Stop Russian War Crimes in
Aleppo
2pm, Russian Embassy, London,
W8 4QX 
bit.ly/2eMVXHl

Monday 24 October
Bristol Momentum Students
Hungry for Justice meeting
Venue TBC
bit.ly/2dkCHAG

Tuesday 25 October
Haringey Momentum AGM
Venue TBC
bit.ly/2cQ651d

Thursday 2 November
Sheffield Momentum AGM
7pm, Central United Reform
Church, Sheffield, S1 2JB
bit.ly/2dLn6WH

Saturday 5 November
National Libraries, Galleries
and Museums demonstration
12 noon, British Library, London
bit.ly/2cjMl0O

Saturday 5 November
Cleaners’ protest at John Lewis
2pm, John Lewis, Oxford Street,
London, W1A 1EX
bit.ly/2dIqpzw



Before I joined BECTU, I was a
rep on the Hackney Picture-
house “Staff Forum”. 

That’s the staff organisation
which is set up, supported and fi-
nanced by Picturehouse itself. Over
two years I found it to be ineffec-
tive, undemocratic, and unrepre-
sentative, especially when we tried
to bring forward questions about
the Living Wage.

The Ritzy staff struck 13 times in
2014. That was a huge inspiration
to me, and to others at Hackney: it
inspired us, first of all, to go and
speak to Ritzy workers about what
we could do to get the Living Wage
for ourselves. It fixed in my mind

the idea that all employers should
pay the Living Wage, especially
Cineworld [the owners of Picture-
house], who have made £83.3mil-
lion profit so far this year alone.

A colleague of mine knows a
Ritzy Picturehouse BECTU mem-
ber personally. So she came up to a
meeting that we held amongst our-
selves as Hackney staff. She gave
us advice about how to get started.
After that, me and another worker
went to the head office of BECTU to
meet other Ritzy workers, and
BECTU officials. They were helpful
in clarifying the precise steps we
had to go through in the process of
getting here. I don’t know about
everyone else here, but this is the
first job I’ve been in where I’ve
been in a union.

It wasn’t hard to convince other
workers here that Picturehouse
should pay the Living Wage. And
the experience of the staff forum
made it clear to us that the next step
would be to join BECTU.

The 26% pay rise that the Ritzy
staff won was a big inspiration,
showing us what was possible.

We’ve got very high union den-

sity in Hackney Picturehouse now.
This has really changed the atmos-
phere at work for the better now.
There’s more cohesion, an atmos-
phere of solidarity — it’s made us
all feel a lot closer.

Have people’s politics changed
as a result of the strike? I don’t
know about everyone else. Person-
ally, my views have changed. The
farther I’ve gone down the road to-
wards this strike, the more radical
my ideas have become. Once we
decided to get mobilised and active
it forced me to do a lot of reading
and make sure that I believed that
we were doing the right thing. And
the process has only made me more
sure that workers in this country
are being constantly exploited, be-
cause employers have too much
power and there are too few jobs to
go round.

To other workers in our situation,
I’d like to say this: you deserve a
wage that’s enough for you to live
on, and you have the power to
change things. 

Get in touch with a union and
pressure your employer to pay
you a fair wage.

Cinema strikes spread

By Ollie Moore 
Southern rail workers began a further three-day strike from
18 October in their battle to defend the role of the guard. 

Southern bosses recently re-offered a £2,000 payment to all
workers in exchange for accepting new, non-safety-critical roles
as “On-Board Supervisors”. The workers’ union, RMT, de-
nounced the offer as a bribe. 

A union statement said: “The company have been told repeat-
edly that money is not the issue and that the safety of passen-
gers and staff is not for sale. RMT disputes the bogus figures
on the number of staff working. Our reps at all locations report
that morale is high and that support for the strike action re-
mains rock solid.”

RMT has called a demonstration at Parliament at 12.30
on 1 November to support the Southern dispute.

By gemma Short
Multinational refuse outsourc-
ing company Veolia has been
bring workers from other parts
of the country in an attempt to
break a strike of bin workers in
Sheffield.

Workers struck on Wednesday 5
October over a derisory pay offer.
Their union GMB has found out
that Veolia used workers from the
London borough of Haringey

working overtime shifts to cover
the strike in Sheffield. It paid for
first class train tickets for the
Haringey workers to travel up
and put them up in a hotel.

Sheffield and Haringey Labour
and Momentum activists are coor-
dinating to protest Veolia′s dirty
tactics.

Sheffield workers struck
again on Monday 17 October.
As yet it is unclear if Veolia used
the strike breaking tactics
again.

By Peggy Carter
Journalists at Newsquest, south
London, will strike for five days
in a long running dispute over a
restructure that puts all news-
room staff at risk of redundancy.

The restructure would leave just
12 reporters covering 11 of
Newsquest′s newspapers and eight
websites. 

An initial 14-day strike was to
start on Thursday 6 October but
was delayed to allow for talks.
When talks produced no move-
ment from Newsquest, workers
started a five-day strike on Thurs-
day 13 October. The new strike
days will start on Monday 24 Octo-
ber.

Newsquest is the second-largest
local and regional newspaper pub-
lisher in the UK. The National
Union of Journalists (NUJ) argues
Newsquest is driving down stan-
dards, terms and conditions for
journalists and making their life a
misery while continuing to max-
imise profits for bosses and share-
holders.  Newsquest made £60m
pre-tax profits in 2014 (their 2015
accounts are apparently overdue!).

Seven journalists have already
quit since the restructure was
announced and many are now
whistleblowing on the horren-
dous working conditions.

• Send messages of support to:
bernardr@nuj.org.uk

Workers at the Ritzy
Picturehouse cinema in
Brixton struck again on
Saturday 15 and Sunday 16
October. They were joined on
Saturday 15 by workers at
Hackney Picturehouse on
strike for the first time. A
front-of-house assistant at
Hackney PictureHouse spoke
to Solidarity. 

Southern guards’ fight goes on

Read more about the Southern Rail dispute:
bit.ly/2eh1Bhf and bit.ly/2eqgqyr

Read about the wider fight against Driver
Only Operation: bit.ly/2dy3Qau

Veolia caught strike
breaking

Newsquest strike

By Charlotte Zalens
Bus drivers, engineers, and con-
trollers working for London bus
operator Tower Transit will strike
again on Wednesday 19 October.

Workers struck several times in
September in a dispute over im-
posed roster changes which affect
workers′ work-life balance and
leave them out of pocket.

One of the planned 24 hour
strikes in September was cancelled
as a ″goodwill gesture″ to the com-
pany to encourage negotiations.
Tower Transit has refused to revisit
the imposed roster changes in ne-
gotiations. 

Bosses rarely offer goodwill.
Bus companies reacted the
same way in the London-wide
pay strike last year.

London bus strike restarts

By Ollie Moore 
Cleaners at the London Trans-
port Museum have won the Lon-
don living wage, after a long
campaign. 

The cleaners, who are members
of the TSSA union, organised
demonstrations and petitioning

outside their workplace.
Tube cleaners in the RMT union

also demonstrated recently, cam-
paigning outside City Hall and the
headquarters of cleaning contractor
Interserve. 

They demanded a £10/hour
minimum wage, staff travel
passes, and direct employment. 

Museum cleaners win living wage
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By Simon Nelson
The United Nations has ap-
pealed for an additional £50m to
cope with an expected flood of
refugees as the Iraqi govern-
ment starts its operation to re-
take the city of Mosul from
Daesh.

UN humanitarian chief Stephen
O’ Brien has said: “I am extremely
concerned for the safety of up to
1.5 million people living in Mosul
who may be impacted.” The UN
reckons over 700,000 people could
flee the city, but tents are available
for only tens of thousands.

Average daily temperature lows
around Mosul will drop to 4º in
December and 2º in January.

We can hope that the people of
Mosul will be able to make use of
the Iraqi government offensive,
which began on 17 October, to rise
up against Daesh and to defend
themselves both from Daesh and
from reprisals or sectarianism by
the Iraqi army or its allies.

But we can make no estimate of
how likely or feasible such a rising
it. Rising or no rising, all aspects of
this assault should be monitored,
scrutinised and observed as civil-
ian life is likely to be seen as collat-
eral damage by all sides in this
bloody conflict.

The Iraqi government operation
is set to last several months. Daesh
has controlled the city since June
2014.

Mosul is Iraq’s second largest
city. Before 2014 it had a popula-
tion estimated at up to two mil-
lion. 60% were Sunni Arabs, about

27% Kurds, with Assyrians, Turk-
mens, and smaller minorities of
Christians and Yazidis. Most of the
non-Sunni or non-Arab people
have fled since 2014.

The Iraqi government counter-
attack is heavily supported and
aided by the USA, which brokered
a deal on oil and gas revenues be-
tween Baghdad and the Kurdish
Regional Government of northern
Iraq in order to get them to coop-
erate in the counter-attack. The
Iranian government is also surely
involved behind the scenes.

The announced deal is that Kur-
dish units, under the control of the
Kurdistan Regional Government,
and Iraqi Shia militias, are part of
the operation in the surrounding
areas, but will avoid entering
Mosul itself so as to reduce resent-
ment and fear in the now almost
entirely Sunni Arab population of
the city.

The actions of Shia militia in
other cities re-taken from Daesh
have caused great fear among
Sunni Arabs in Iraq. Reprisal at-
tacks, mass shootings, and de-
struction of mosques has often
accompanied “liberation” by fight-
ers who seek sectarian vengeance
against those whom they view as
collaborating with Daesh.

When swathes of Sunni-Arab-
majority territory were taken over
by Daesh in June 2014, many locals
who had suffered from repression,
sectarianism, neglect, and corrup-
tion under the Maliki and Abadi
governments saw little difference,
or maybe even some improve-
ment, as long as they followed

Daesh rules. Many will be disillu-
sioned now, after living under
Daesh terror, but fears of reprisal
could drive them back into the
arms of a Daesh underground con-
tinuing guerrilla war after the
Baghdad government reconquers
Mosul.

4,000 Kurdish Peshmerga and
30,000 government troops are
pitched against anywhere up to
8,000 Daesh fighters. The opera-
tion will not be over quickly. 

Amaq, one of the Daesh news
sites, reports a series of suicide at-
tacks against Iraqi government
forces as US and UK airstrikes con-
tinue to bombard Daesh territory.

Turkey has troops as well as
tanks on the ground, as part of its
growing collaboration with the
Kurdish Regional Government in
northern Iraq. The Turkish govern-
ment also cites the historic pres-
ence of Turkmen in Mosul as
entitlement to a stake in this fight.
Its alliance with the KRG, which
extends back to a gas deal made in
2011, will give it a say in how the
operation is conducted and in the
subsequent exploitation of the oil
fields around Mosul.

Daesh have lost 50% of their ter-
ritory since they declared their
“caliphate”. The loss of towns like
Manbij has hit them financially,

and they lack human resources
and supply routes. Some experts
believe that Daesh will be defeated
at least militarily by late 2017; oth-
ers think it will take longer.

However, even after a Daesh de-
feat in the open field, thousands of
Daesh fighters may disperse for
terrorist activities, or go under-
ground and then build on anger
against the Iraqi government again
failing to fulfil its promises to the
Sunni minority.

Recent history shows the
Baghdad Government to be vi-
ciously sectarian and both un-
able and unwilling to satisfy the
demands of the Sunni Arabs.

Aid needed for civilians in Mosul battle

Refugees fleeing Mosul after Daesh took over


